
Arts Pack Purple

Celebrating New Year



1. LO: Learning to print/paint New Years Fireworks!!
Watch the clip to show you how to print fireworks with paint
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaEeIgkxVuE4

Key Information:
New Year's is celebrated with lots of fun parties, many people like to go and watch fireworks
Task

Starter- Talk to your family,  ask them -Have you ever seen fireworks on New Year’s eve? Discuss 

where and when they saw them i.e. on TV, in central London etc.. and how the fireworks made 

them feel about the New Year!

1. Watch the clip and discuss how the fireworks are made

2. Gather the materials you need

3. Make the cardboard print tool from kitchen roll (if you use toilet rolls microwave them for 2 

minutes to kill bacteria)

4. Print fireworks and add glitter

Extension: Experiment with Paint  and cardboard to create cool effects on paper

Keywords: New Year, Celebrate, Watch, Fireworks, Glitter,Effect, Abstract Art, Bright Colours

Materials: Bright coloured paint, 3x plates for paint, a range of glitter, Scissors, Empty Kitchen roll/toilet 
roll/a yogurt pots or just pieces of thin cardboard to print with

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uaEeIgkxVuE4
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Examples of Paintings/Prints of Fireworks





You could also try printing a fireworks background 

and then painting a silhouette over the top



2. LO: Learning to draw/paint People Celebrating  New Years!
Watch the clip to show you how to draw a man from behind
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBNmIzIbY4g

Key Information:
New Year's is celebrated with lots of fun parties, many people like to go to an event and usually watch fireworks at midnight
Today you will try and draw people celebrating New Year!
Task

Starter- Talk to your family, and discuss the historical paintings, how are they the same or different to celebrations 

you see now days? Discuss the work sheets images of people and fireworks what will your drawing or painting 

look like?

1. Watch the clip on how to draw people from behind

2. Try sketching some people watching fireworks at New Years

3. Develop the background  with colour pencils  and paint

Extension: Add coloured wool to make your firework look more 3D

Keywords: New Year, Celebrate, Party, Figure, Silhouette, People, Background
Materials: Paint, Colour Pencils, Pencil, rubber, Sharpener, waterpot, mixing tray, paint brushes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBNmIzIbY4g


1. Start by roughly outlining the body -
an oval for the head, a line to mark 
where the neck, shoulders, hips and legs 
will go.

2. Begin to add more detail - draw a 
triangular shape connecting the shoulders 
and neck, and draw in curved lines from the 
shoulders to the hips.

3. Draw in the legs - the lines you drew in 
step 1 will become the outside of each leg. 
Draw a circle where the knees would be.

4. Add in details such as ears, hair, and 
clothes. Draw in the arms, starting from 
the shoulder line. Use circles to show 
where the elbows are.

5. Draw the feet, using a ball shape to 
indicate the heel, and a triangular shape 
to show the foot and toes.

6. Outline your masterpiece in black 
pen! Leave out the circles you have 
drawn for the elbows and knees.



These are some ways artists have shown celebrations in the past

Look at the paintings discuss with someone at home what you can see

Are there things similar to what you see today in celebrations what is different?

Circumcision of Christ, 11th-century, Menologion of 

Basil
Hip, Hip, Hurrah! (1888) by Peder Severin Krøyer, a painting

portraying an artists' party in 19th century Denmark

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hip,_Hip,_Hurrah!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peder_Severin_Kr%C3%B8yer


Practice your figure and landscape drawing/painting

Create a drawing of people watching New Year 

Celebrations

Can you include

People

A background

(buildings or fireworks)

You could have a go

drawing this picture to 

Start you off



Can you name these materials you will need for your 

painting:

Materials Needed:
Worksheets-Pencils, Water colour, Paper, Paint Brush
Water pot Poster Paint



You could use black paint to paint the silhouette of 

people watching the fireworks

1. Sketch your figures

2. Paint or print the background

3. Paint over figures in black paint



3.Wider Learning

Lo: Design  a calendar or 2021 poster for the new year  

2021 is the chinese New Year sign of the Ox,Bull or Cow use these designs as Ideas to 

create your poster celebrating the New Year

Watch the clip to show you how to design a desk Calendar

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

QjXxxoFBjo&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=Tonniartandcraft



1. Draw a square on a piece of 
5.5x8.5cm paper, and cut out, 
leaving edges around the 
square.

2. Decorate! Draw on a face, and 
stick on ears to create an animal 
of your choice.

3. Cut out 3 thin strips of paper, 
and fold in half lengthways. Glue 
one side of the folded paper to the 
back of your animal.

4. Fold a piece of A4 paper in half. 
Measure 7cm across the top, and 
draw a line down.

5. Fold along the line you have 
created. Draw another line at 11cm.

6. Cut along the 11cm line.



7. Stick your animals to the A4 paper, so that 
their faces are against the folded edge of 
the paper, and the bottom edge of the animal 
is stuck against the 7cm line. Cut off any 
excess paper as shown.

8. Unfold the A4 paper, and fold the paper inwards on the 7cm lines. Using 
glue, stick one of these edges on top of the other to make your calendar stand. 
Cut out small square cards and write out the days of the week, months of the 
year, and numbers 1-31 out on a separate piece of card. 



Here are some animal cut outs you could also use to 

make your calendar



Create a New Years Poster! Here are some ideas to 

help you!


